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Hey girls, hear me out
Let me tell you what the show's about
There are no rules, no referees
Come as you are, be all you can be

We are the queens of the hill
Not the run of the mill
The MCs, the stars
We're the top of the bill
We own the dance floor
'Till our feet are sore
And when we're done
We gotta have some more

This is not a hoax
We don't need the blokes
The flirting, the blurting
The humourless jokes
Left to our own devices
We devise our vices
We twist and we twirl
Oh, you really gotta get burned

Get ready, get set
Get ready, get steady
Get ready, get set
Get steady
Cause here we come now

CH:
Tonight this city is the party capital of the world
Ruled by the good, the bad, the beautiful girls
We're the leaders of the pack, we're the heads of the
state
We know the right moves, we know the tricks of the
trade

CH2:
We're cool with the capital C
We're cool, as cool as you can be
We're classy with a capital C
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We don't need no guys, we wanna run free (2x)

Now every average Jill
With the way and the will
Come join the sisterhood
We won't stand still
We are the first in line
With the victory sign
The allied forces
Of the hottest kind

The damsel in distress
The helpless princess
No longer get treated
Like a pawn in chess
There's no need to pose
With the hippest clothes
Unmasked, unpretentious
True nature shows

CH

Tonight this city is the party capital of the world
We ain't gonna stop, it is always our turn
We're the leaders of the pack, we're the heads of the
state
We know the right moves, we know the tricks of the
trade
CH2

Praise the DJ who spins the black circles
Tonight he's our god and we expect miracles
He gives us the beat and turns on the heart
We move our feet cause you push the repeat

Ch

Tonight this city is the party capital of the world
We ain't gonna stop, it is always our turn
We're the leaders of the pack, we're the heads of the
state
We know the right moves, we know the tricks of the
trade

CH2
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